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That human social interaction involves the intertwined cooperation of different modalities is uncontroversial. Researchers in several allied fields have, however, only recently begun to document the precise ways in which talk, gesture, gaze, and aspects of the material surround are brought together to form coherent courses of action.¹ The papers in this volume are attempts to develop this line of inquiry. Although the authors draw on a range of analytic, theoretical, and methodological traditions (conversation analysis, ethnography, distributed cognition, and workplace studies), all are concerned to explore and illuminate the inherently multimodal character of social interaction. Recent studies, including those collected in this volume, suggest that different modalities work together not only to elaborate the semantic content of talk but also to constitute coherent courses of action. In this introduction we present evidence for this position. We begin by reviewing some select literature focusing primarily on communicative functions and interactive organizations of specific modalities before turning to consider the integration of distinct modalities in interaction.

1. Semiotic modalities

As conversation analysts, we begin by observing that social interaction is most ‘at home’ in face-to-face interaction. This is as Schegloff (2000a: 1) puts it a ‘species-distinctive embodiment of the primordial site of sociality.’ Levinson notes along similar lines that

… conversation is clearly the prototypical kind of language usage, the form in which we are all first exposed to language — the matrix for language acquisition. Various aspects of pragmatic organization can be shown to be centrally organized around usage in conversation. [For instance, the] unmarked usages of grammatical encodings of temporal, spatial, social discourse parameters are organized
around an assumption of co-present conversational participants. (Levinson 1983: 284)

Face-to-face interaction is, by definition, multimodal interaction in which participants encounter a steady stream of meaningful facial expressions, gestures, body postures, head movements, words, grammatical constructions, and prosodic contours. In this chapter we follow Enfield (2005) in distinguishing between the vocal/aural and visuospatial modalities. The vocal-aural modality encompasses spoken language including prosody. The visuospatial modality includes gesture, gaze, and body postures. As Enfield notes, these differ not only in terms of modality but also with respect to which semiotic ground plays a dominant role in their organization. Vocal-aural signs are prototypically symbolic whereas indexicality and iconicity are more important in the visuospatial modality. We want to point out that by looking at interaction from a multimodal perspective we do not mean to privilege one modality over another (e.g., visuospatial over vocal/aural) but rather to suggest that much can be gained from examining a turn-at-talk for where it is situated vocally (e.g., sequentially, prosodically, syntactically) as well as visuospatially (e.g., body orientation, facial expression, accompanying gestures), and that different modalities should not, a priori, be treated as more or less important.

2. The vocal modality

Since the early 1960s conversation analysts have studied language as a part of talk-in-interaction. The focus of conversation analytic work is on those organizations of practice through which social interaction is accomplished (i.e., turn-construction, sequence organization, repair, etc.; see Schegloff 2004). A basic finding of CA is that the meaning or communicative function of a particular linguistic item (e.g., individual words, grammatical constructions etc.) is, more often than not, a product of the context within which it occurs. Thus, Schegloff et al. (1996) write,

The meaning of any single grammatical construction is interactionally contingent, built over interactional time in accordance with interactional actualities. Meaning lies not with the speaker nor the addressee nor the utterance alone . . . but rather with the interactional past, current and projected next moment. (Schegloff et al. 1996: 40)

Research by conversation analysts focusing on the verbal modality has shown that lexical selection is shaped by features of the interactional
and that particular lexical items are often used as resources for accomplishing particular interactional tasks. For instance, in particular sequential environments, ‘okay’ is an interactional practice for initiating sequence closure (Beach 1993; Schegloff, in press); turn-initial ‘well’ can foreshadow impending disagreement (Pomerantz 1984); and freestanding ‘oh’ typically registers a change-of-state in the speaker from not-knowing to knowing (Heritage 1984).

Many CA studies have focused not on particular lexical items but on the organization of turns-at-talk and sequences of turns. Cut-offs, sound stretches, and ‘uh’s,’ for instance can (among other things) alert the recipient to the possibility of imminent self-repair (Schegloff et al. 1977). Moreover, both the turn’s design and the turn’s placement in relation to a preceding turn, carry communicative import. An excellent example is provided by recent studies of question design. Heritage (2002) argues that a question formatted as a negative interrogative such as, ‘Isn’t it beautiful down there?’ conveys an assertion to be agreed or disagreed with rather than posing an information seeking query as the format ‘Is it pretty down there?’ does.

Taken as a whole, conversation analytic studies have described not only a very wide range of actions accomplished through the vocal modality, but also, important for many of the studies in the present volume, the systematic organization of such practices (for example those associated with the orderly distribution of opportunities to speak; see Sacks et al. 1974). Some of the studies in the present volume are particularly concerned to extend this kind of analysis to the multimodal character of social interaction and so ask, for instance, about the relations between gesture and turn design or sequence organization (see papers by Hayashi and Sidnell, for instance).

In addition to the lexico-syntactic channel, the vocal modality also includes the prosodic channel. That these are discreet channels is evidenced by the fact that a speaker can produce a particular word with upward or downward intonation or, in certain languages, with different tones. A speaker cannot, of course, produce two words (or grammatical constructions) at the same time, suggesting that lexico-grammatical structure comprises one channel. Recent studies have also suggested that the prosodic channel allows speakers to perform discrete communicative functions which laminate onto the lexico-semantic channel and the visuospatial modality. For example, with respect to turn taking, intonation can work for or against the syntactic construction of a turn in order to facilitate or block turn transfer (Ford and Thompson 1996; Local et al. 1986; Local et al. 1985; Local and Walker 2004; Sacks et al. 1974; Schegloff, in press;
Wells and Peppé 1996). It has also been suggested that in same speaker re-sayings such as ‘no no no,’ prosody is a primary resource for hearers to understand the re-saying as comprising a single unit of talk rather than multiple discrete units (Stivers 2004).

Intonation has also been shown to communicate an invitation to display recognition such as when a reference to a person is delivered with upward or ‘try marked’ intonation (Sacks and Schegloff 1979). The prosodic contour of a particular token has been shown to alter what sort of stance it communicates (e.g., Local 1996; Müller 1996). Although this research certainly offers evidence that prosody has communicative functions, most of the work thus far has focused on issues of turn taking to the exclusion of other possible functions (cf. Selting, 1996). Although none of the papers in this volume deal exclusively with prosody, prosody is nonetheless an important interactional resource.

The prosodic and lexico-syntactic channels can be seen to work together. For instance as Ford and Thompson (1996) show with respect to turn taking, while syntax ‘nominates’ an utterance as complete, intonation can ‘second the nomination’. However, relatively little is understood about how these two channels work together. Moreover, although work on prosody certainly takes into account what else is going on in the vocal modality, the visuospatial modality is often neglected in such studies (cf. C. Goodwin and M. H. Goodwin 1987; M. H. Goodwin and C. Goodwin 1986; M. H. Goodwin 1996). In addition, research focusing on lexico-syntactic practices of social interaction has most commonly relied on telephone calls which, as a context, is mono-modal (though multi-channel).

3. **The visuospatial modality**

Manual gestures, facial expressions and body posture may together be understood as constituting a visuospatial modality. Gestures have been studied extensively by researchers from a number of different fields but especially psychology and psycholinguistics. Although certain types of gesture may be connected with language production (e.g., Goldin-Meadow 2003; Kita and Özyürek 2003; McNeill 1992), strong evidence exists to suggest that gestures have basic communicative import for interaction (e.g., Bavelas et al. 1992; C. Goodwin 1986; M. H. Goodwin 1980, 1983; M. H. Goodwin and C. Goodwin 1986; Heath 1982, 1986; Kendon 1994, 2004; Streeck 1993; Mondada 2004). For instance, M. H. Goodwin and C. Goodwin (1986) showed that a gesture could be treated as something to be recognized and confirmed. Heath showed that in particular
contexts, gestures could engender a display of co-participation from the hearer (Heath 1992; see also C. Goodwin 1986).

For our purposes here, it is critical that we understand the interactional work accomplished via the visuospatial modality. For instance, the way people organize their bodies when interacting with one another has been shown to be important for such issues as facilitating a common focus of attention (Kendon 1990). This is communicative in the sense that when a person enters what Kendon called an ‘F-formation’ (i.e., when speakers are co-oriented to each other around a central space such as three speakers in a triangle), they rely, at least initially, on the visuospatial modality to convey their willingness to participate in a given interaction (or, conversely, if they are outside the F-formation, they communicate, among other things, that they are not to be oriented to as core participants). In Kendon’s terms this is a means for establishing interactional ‘withness’ (Kendon 1990: 250). Additionally, participants may display, through their body posture, whether they are in a stable or unstable position relative to a particular activity such as a conversation (Schegloff 1998). When conversing in a ‘torqued’ body posture (i.e., one part of the body oriented in one direction and another in an alternative direction as happens when you turn your head or upper torso away from an interlocutor to greet a passing colleague), the speaker communicates that the activity is unstable and that it is a shorter term or ‘subordinate’ involvement relative to another activity (Goffman 1963).

The visuospatial modality may also be used to communicate a preparedness to transition to a next activity. For instance, in a medical visit, a physician may propose to close the activity of history taking and initiate a transition to the relevant next activity through the action of setting down a pen (Robinson and Stivers 2001). Whereas gestures such as nods and points are designedly communicative, putting a pen down becomes communicative only in a particular sequential context.

Gaze, another channel within the visuospatial modality, has also been shown to contribute in a range of ways to the unfolding interactive situation (and can thus be said to ‘communicate’). One important job routinely accomplished by gaze is that of selecting a recipient in multiparty interaction (C. Goodwin 1979). At the same time, gaze is also used by recipients to show that they are attending to the talk of the moment. Goodwin’s pioneering study of interactive sentence construction showed that speakers orient to this use of gaze by recipients. In the example he discusses, a current speaker seeks out an attending recipient — a recipient who is gazing at him — and modifies his talk in the course of its delivery so to as to make it hearable as appropriate, indeed specifically designed for, just that participant who is displaying co-participation through gaze.
Moreover, participants can recognize talk that is directed specifically to them by virtue of the speaker’s gaze direction. This becomes particularly relevant in cases where a question is asked in the presence of multiple possible recipients but does not contain any verbal address — a particular participant in such a situation can recognize that they have been selected to speak next by virtue of the questioner’s gaze direction (Lerner 2003).

4. Multiple modalities

Thus far, we have drawn attention to the fact that different channels within different modalities can perform discrete communicative functions. The studies in this volume are concerned with the integration and cooperation of such different modalities in social action and interaction. As noted at the outset, face-to-face social interaction is necessarily multimodal and typically involves the cooperation of vocal and visuospatial modalities. There are many ways in which these modalities work together. The communicative work that is performed by one modality may be supported or extended by the work of another modality. Gesture, for instance, can behave in this way in conjunction with deictics (e.g., Enfield 2001; Kendon and Versante 2003) or descriptions (e.g., Enfield 2003). However, it is also possible for work by one modality to be modified by work of a different modality. Kendon argues that in Italian, for instance, particular gestures can transform the action accomplished by a particular utterance (Kendon 1995).

We now want to turn to two very short examples in order to make two separate points relevant to the goals of this volume. The first instance offers an example of how the lamination of the visuospatial modality onto the vocal modality, alters the communicative impact of the turn. The second instance offers an example of what can be gained by looking at the integration of different modalities in their sequential and interactional context.

4.1. Example (1)

A relatively simple yet illustrative case of multimodality is provided by certain emblematic gestures (see Haviland 2004 on the distinction used here between points, illustrators and emblems). For instance, in a skit from the American TV show, Saturday Night Live, a character played by the late Chris Farley (‘Bennet Brauer’) admits that,

\begin{quote}
(1) maybe I’m not “the norm.” I’m not “camera friendly.” I don’t “wear clothes that fit me.” I’m not a “heartbreaker.”
\end{quote}
In the course of producing “the norm,” “camera friendly,” “wear clothes that fit me,” and “heartbreaker,” the actor raises his hands up on either side of his head, and, at the beginning and end of each word, rhythmically draws index and pointing finger into an otherwise closed fist before releasing them again. The gesture thus produced is vernacularly known as “airquotes” and has a significance available to any member of the society in which it is routinely used: the words so encapsulated by the gesture are to be understood as belonging to someone other than their immediate speaker.5

Airquotes are then an emblematic gesture which have a clearly metalinguistic function. We may note that the shape of the hand in this case bears no obvious semantic relation to the content of the talk (i.e., there is no connection between quotation marks and not being ‘the norm’) rather the gesture is a facsimile of an orthographic symbol. The two modalities in this case are thus related not in semantic but, rather, pragmatic terms — one providing the context within which the other is to be understood.

It is worth asking how different modalities work together. How is it that a recipient can know which gestures and other movements go with a
particular sequence of sounds? Temporal relations within an unfolding course of talk appear to be important in this respect. In the case we have been considering, it is by virtue of a temporal connection of virtual simultaneity that the recipient can see the relation between this gesture (the airquotes) and the particular part of the talk (not “the norm”) to which it is directed. The recognition of this relation is aided also by the observable connection between the prosodic character of the talk and the prosodic character of the gesture — so, movement of the hands is coordinated with the syllabic and lexical structure of the talk.

Airquotes are used to achieve what have often been characterized as ‘footing’ shifts (see Goffman 1980; Levinson 1988; Schegloff 1996; C. Goodwin and M. H. Goodwin 2004) and this gesture appears, like other emblems, to be specifically adapted to this single purpose. But footing shifts may in fact be accomplished by a range of non-emblematic gestures. A very basic way in which gesture differs from the vocal modality lies in the fact that gestures occupy space and consequently have ‘fronts’ and ‘backs’ (‘tops’ and ‘bottoms,’ etc.). As such gestures represent objects (actions, events, etc.) from a particular perspective and by virtue of this propose the way in which they are to be understood by a recipient. As a result, gestures can convey an organization of participation as well as perspectival shifts in the course of a telling. For instance, a subtle repositioning of the head and widening of the eyes can work to position the teller as someone who witnessed the events being described. A subsequent return of the head to its former position accompanied by another gesture may indicate that what is now being said (or ‘reenacted’) belongs to a participant in the scene rather than a witness. Such shifts of footing are routinely accomplished within a single turn-at-talk.

The temporal coordination of gesture, gaze and talk are crucial since it is this co-occurrence which indicates just what gesture is being linked (semantically, pragmatically, referentially ...) to what strip speech. It is well established that iconic gestures typically precede their lexical affiliates (Butterworth and Beattie 1978; Morrel-Samuels and Krauss 1992; Schegloff 1984). With respect to face-to-face interaction, Schegloff (1984) suggests that this ordering might provide evidence of the extent of the ‘projection space’ — the point at which something not yet articulated can be understood as interactionally ‘in play.’ Specifically, once a gesture is produced, it is available to interlocutors for any number of actions just as a word is available once articulated.

Certainly, the co-occurrence of gesture and lexical affiliate suggests a semantic relation of mutual elaboration (or emphasis). A number of analysts have examined the ways in which gestures are produced so as to elaborate what is being said or even substitute for what is not (or cannot
be) said (see example [2]). However, there is more to temporal coordination between talk and gesture than simply the setting up of semantic relations such that they can be recovered by a recipient. Specifically, the coordination of different modalities serves an important interactional function.

Crucially, as Schegloff (1984) noted, a gesture’s production is coordinated not only with semantic and/or lexical units of the kind typically defined by linguistic analysis, but also with interactional ones (of the kind defined by conversation analytic methods). Schegloff noted then that the initiation of a gesture is routinely coordinated with the beginning of a turn-at-talk. Turn-beginnings are interactionally sensitive in a number of ways and for a number of reasons. For one thing, a turn beginning — in its design and composition — reflects the contingencies of the turn transition from which it emerged and which it proposes, by its occurrence, to close. In multiparty, face-to-face interaction, where several speakers may simultaneously self-select, a gesture can serve to solicit a public display of co-participation in the gesturer’s talk. Specifically, where a speaker produces a gesture at the outset of their turn, they invite co-participants (or some subset of them) to redirect their gaze so as to be able to see it (see C. Goodwin 1986). As such, gestures can play an important role in turn-transfer via self-selection (Mondada 2005).

A gesture can be inspected by its recipient in much the same way as a turn-at-talk to find that it is now beginning, now continuing, now reaching completion (C. Goodwin 2000, 2002). To the extent that the beginning, continuation and completion of a gesture are coordinated with the beginning, continuation and completion of a turn (or sequence), gestures play a role in providing for the recognizability of turn completion (and continuation, etc.). It is instructive in this respect to note that gestures are frequently held or suspended in the course of their production (Enfield 2004). Such suspensions — which delay the progressivity of the turn/gesture — may play a role similar to pauses occurring at points of maximal grammatical control: they delay the progress of the talk while maintaining the current speaker’s exclusive right to the turn (see Sidnell, this volume).

In studying the relations between different modalities it is thus crucial that we keep in mind the distinct semiotic properties of each. Language is distinguished from other modalities by the extreme development of arbitrary, semantic, referential qualities in morphology and other aspects of linguistic form. (Spoken) language (or at least the lexico-syntactic channel) is fundamentally linear — each semantic unit necessarily occurring either before or after every other. Gesture clearly differs in this respect. Although recent work by Enfield (2004) has shown that manual signs
can enter into linear and essentially grammatical combinations, gestures typically present to a recipient multiple aspects of a represented thing simultaneously — that is ‘imagistically’ (i.e., location, direction, shape, size, texture, movement, etc.).

We now turn to a second example. In this case we focus on a sequence of interaction. Although the focus of this discussion will be on a gesture that comes into ‘interactional play’ prior to its projected lexical affiliate with critical consequences, we will also examine other relevant aspects of the interaction from a multimodal perspective.

4.2. Example (2)

In the example below, Andy, Tim, and Joe are sitting together outside of a barbershop where Tim and Joe work and which Tim owns. They are chatting together. At line 1, Andy announces that he saw a Mexican at a local beach who had a pit bull. Through the use of ‘I seen …’ to introduce this report, Andy projects that what is remarkable about the dog is something observable. What we want to focus on in this example is when and how the gesture in line 6 is used as a resource in this description. However, it is first necessary to work through the sequential context in terms of both the vocal and the visuospatial modalities.

(2) So Cut (TS HS5)
1 AND: I seen this Mexican (out there at (Phoenix) beach ma:n_
2 AND: (fella he) had=uh pit bull so: (0.2)/((head shake))
3 TIM: Just lookin’ [vicious.
4 AND: [I’m talkin’ about- (dat no nuh nuh so:)
5 AND: I’m talkin’ a[bout [so cu:t.=
6 AND: [((fists clenched)) [ ]
7 TIM: [muscled up.
8 AND: =ma[l:n=he look- (0.5)
9 TIM: [Whoa:.

First, notice that at line 2 Andy projects that some sort of adjective descriptor of the dog, which would possibly complete this turn constructional unit, is due next. His recipient(s) are provided with several indicators of what type of descriptor this will be. First, note that the person reference is an ethnic category label ‘this Mexican.’ By introducing the person with this reference, Andy indicates that this is not a person his recipients would be able to recognize among the people they know (Sacks
and Schegloff 1979; Schegloff 1996). The use of ‘this’ further highlights that the person is to be heard as a category of person and not as an individual. Through this formulation then, Andy highlights, the ethnicity of this person as relevant to the rest of his description. Next, he offers a place reference: ‘(Phoenix) beach.’ Although the exact reference is not something we as analysts can be certain of, it is designed for the interlocutors as a known place and one which would suggest what kind of event this would be (Schegloff 1972). At least one possibility is that, given that the event took place on a beach in southern California, it was done ‘for show’; that it was designedly public. Another possibility is that the event is newsworthy (at least in part) because it occurred in this place.

Third, the formulation of the dog is by its breed, ‘pit bull.’ Like the other references in this turn (‘this Mexican’ and ‘(Phoenix) beach’), ‘pit bull’ also invokes particular characteristics. Pit bulls are widely known to be aggressive, are frequently bred for fighting, and they are exceptionally strong for their size. All of this is culturally available knowledge. Indeed, Tim owns a pit bull himself, and Andy knows this. Coupled with the person who had the dog being Mexican and the location being at a particular beach, the interlocutors are looking for an adjective which could focus more on the aggressive nature, the strength, or the appearance of the dog. Further, this could be designed as either a positively or a negatively valenced assessment.

In addition to the lexical resources, note that syntactic resources may be doing work to position the speaker in terms of dialect (e.g., ‘I seen’ and not ‘I saw’). And the prosodic channel is a resource for inhibiting his recipient from initiating a turn at points of possible syntactic completion (e.g., before ‘ma:n’ at the end of line 1). Moreover, we can see in Figure 2 the positioning of the interlocutors bodily. Although Andy, Tim, and Joe are all seated on a wall that to some extent inhibits their ability to fully orient their torsos towards one another, note that Tim torques his head towards Andy and appears to gaze towards Andy. Additionally, his torso is upright enough to allow easy access to Andy’s body movements. In this way, Tim positions himself, through the visuospatial modality, as a recipient prior to any vocal contribution. Thus, he can make use of this modality to align with Andy’s action initiation by taking up a stance of recipient.

By contrast observe that Joe, by gazing downwards and bodily positioning himself as oriented to the ground, places himself outside of the participation framework (C. Goodwin 1981, 1988, 2000; Kendon 1990) and thus as a non-focal participant.

At the end of line 2, Andy hesitates completing his turn with the stretch on ‘so:’ and the subsequent 0.2 second silence. Both interrupt the
progressivity of the turn (Schegloff 1979). However, just following the stretch, Andy does a head shake (in the silence), and this head shake appears to function as an intensifier of the term which is to follow (Kendon 2002). Thus, this is yet another projection of the next term suggesting that it will be an extreme formulation. Thus, the projection is, once again making use of both the lexico-syntactic and prosodic channels of the vocal modality and multiple channels of the visuospatial modality.

It is in this location that Tim attempts an anticipatory completion of Andy’s turn (Lerner 1996, 1991). Although not completely achieving ‘contiguous placement of the affiliating utterance’ (Lerner 1996: 246), he does show an orientation to this insofar as ‘Just lookin’ vicious’ is fitted to ‘had a pit bull.’ Moreover, Tim’s ‘looking’ complements Andy’s introductory framing of the telling with ‘I seen . . .’ Thus, it is an alternative construction but one which is apparently trying to affiliate with the basic idea that Andy has projected.

‘Vicious’ is certainly in line with the references Andy made as well. ‘Dog fighting’ is an activity that, at least in Los Angeles, tends to be associated with the ethnic category ‘Mexican’ and a vicious fighting dog at the beach would surely constitute a notable scene. However, it turns out that this is not what Andy was going for. In line 4, he competes with Tim to actually complete the telling with ‘I’m talking about,’ but when ‘vicious’ is audible, Andy cuts his turn off and initiates self repair (Schegloff et al. 1977) in order to overtly reject Tim’s anticipatory completion as incorrect (‘dat no nuh nuh so.’). Although the exact form of the rejection is difficult to hear, it is clearly a rejection. And, it is subsequent to this that,
at line 5, Andy returns to his description as evidenced by his reuse of the language he had used at the outset of line 4: ‘I’m talkin’ about’ (Schegloff 1987).

It is at this point that gesture comes to play a particularly important role in this sequence. The still below shows the participants just following the head shake immediately prior to Tim’s anticipatory completion in line 3. It is from this posture that, at line 5, Andy moves up to a gesture of clenched fists — apparently iconic of the description to follow. This is shown in Figure 3 below.

What is particularly interesting about this example has to do with the location of the gesture and what it is used to do. It is sequentially positioned at a place just prior to a third effort to reach a proper descriptor of the pit bull (the first being at line 2; the second following the failed anticipatory completion in line 4). Secondly, it is positioned following a first anticipatory completion (Lerner 1991, 1996), by Andy’s primary recipient Tim, which has been rejected. Both dimensions of this gesture’s positioning appear important. This position may communicate that it has been added as an additional resource for Tim, and he makes use of it. However, this second of Tim’s attempts also fails as the two participants produce divergent descriptions in overlap. While Andy produces ‘so cut’ (a

I'm talkin' a [so cu: t.=
((fists clenched)) [muscled up.

Figure 3.
term which is about the definition of the muscles), Tim produces ‘muscled up’ (a term about the bulk of the muscles).

AND: I’m talkin’ about [so cut.]
AND: [((fists clenched))]
TIM: [muscled up.]

In this example a gesture is used after a progressivity failure. In this sequential position, a gesture may be designed to help co-participants anticipate what is coming next and as such provide additional resources for recipients to collaboratively complete utterances. In this case, although the gesture does appear to be designed in just this way, it fails. We may speculate that this failure results from a mismatch between what the gesture appears to represent and the description ultimately provided by Andy. That is, the clenching of the fists appears to represent musculature or strength. Coupled with the vocal resources Andy has provided (discussed earlier) and the rejection of vicious as a descriptor, Tim’s anticipatory completion ‘muscled up’ seems on target. It moves from behavioral to corporeal but is nonetheless an extreme characterization, one that would be consistent with the person who had the dog being Mexican, the scene being on a beach and thus a publicly visible and notable event, the breed of the dog being a pit bull, and the head shake. Laminated on top of all of that is the gesture. That Tim’s anticipatory completion is wrong only further highlights the use he made of the gesture since the gesture served to restrict the range of descriptors which would be consistent with all of the other projections. And further, Tim treats that gesture as inviting another effort at anticipatory completion in that he begins this immediately subsequent to the gesture.

Just following the overlapping turn completions, Tim receipts Andy’s completion with ‘whoa.’ When anticipatory completions are successful it is usually the original speaker/teller who confirms the anticipatory completion (Lerner 1987). But here the interlocutor, having been incorrect (again), displays an orientation to this by immediately receipting and treating as news Andy’s completion (‘so cut’) and thus his description. Note that if the completion had been successful (i.e., the same as Andy’s descriptor) this would have likely had different implications for how the sequence would have been completed.

The gesture clearly elaborates the semantic content of the co-occurring talk. But this gesture, like many others, seems to have a more obviously interactive purpose. As seen in the example we have examined here (also see papers by Hayashi and Sidnell in this volume) a gesture projects talk that is yet to be articulated and thus can is available to participants as a resource for anticipating just what that projected talk will be. More
instances would need to be investigated to explore whether the use of gesture in this position might have to do with either or both the progressivity failure and/or the unsuccessful anticipatory completion. But both of these dimensions appear important for understanding this case. For this reason and others, both the visuospatial and vocal modalities provide important resources in the collaborative production of emergent turns-at-talk.

5. Discussion

In this introduction we have provided a select review of the work that has been done that is most relevant to multimodality research on interaction of the type included in this volume. As will be overviewed in the final section of this introduction, the papers cover a broad range of current approaches to multimodal interaction research. One area that we found to be somewhat under-represented in the literature is work which relies equally on sequence structural vocal resources and visuospatial resources in order to provide us with further insight into how the modalities work together structurally (cf. C. Goodwin 1979 as an illustration of research that does integrate structural vocal resources and visuospatial resources). If we are to move towards a theory of social interaction, we will need to understand not only how the vocal modality works but how the different channels and modalities work together as well as the mechanics that underlie such cooperation. The brief look at a single case here provides evidence that when sequence structure and gesture are looked at together, we may gain insight into how interaction is organized.

6. The papers

The papers by Hayashi and Sidnell consider the use of gesture and gaze in conversational interaction. Hayashi looks specifically at the ways in which illustrators project talk that has yet to be articulated and thus become resources in co-participants efforts to produce anticipatory completions. Sidnell considers the use of illustrators and points in references to persons. He suggests that these gestures are organized in relation to the unfolding sequences of talk of which they are a part. Murphy’s paper examines the use of gesture by a group of architects who collectively imagine the specific characteristics and properties of a building that has yet to be constructed. In his analysis, gestures are used to bring a third dimension to the building drawings. Moreover the gestures are used to convey a sense of how users of the building might experience it. Becvar examines talk and gesture in a biochemistry teaching lab. Here gestures are used to talk about and represent the shape, movement and dynamic character
of theoretical constructs crucial to the work being done. Gestures come to circulate in the lab and embody a theory about the behavior of proteins. Phillabaum considers the integration of gesture, talk and gaze in a photography class. His analysis shows that learning to see the technical details constitutive of the photographer’s work is the result of multimodal interaction between teacher, student and the photographs themselves. Alacˇ’ s paper examines the coordination of gesture and talk in the work of examining brain images. Finally, Thompson, Graham, and Russo’s distinctive contribution on music performance illustrates ways in which studies of gesture and facial expression can be extended to other forms of human interaction.

Notes

1. There are, of course, exceptions including for instance early work by the Goodwins (C. Goodwin 1979, 1984; M. H. Goodwin 1980) and Heath (1986) as well as a paper by Sacks and Schelgoff (2002 [1975]). Other early work from a rather different perspective includes Kendon (1972, 1975, and 1980), Pittenger (1960), and Birdwhistell (1972). Clearly, the availability of video technology has had a massive impact in encouraging researchers to consider the multimodal character of interaction.

2. For discussion see Enfield (2004, 2005) and Meier, Cormier, and Quinto-Pozos (2002).

3. The reader will note that each of thee claims is qualified (‘often,’ ‘may,’ ‘typically,’). Such qualification is necessary since there is no one-to-one mapping between surface form and interactional function. For instance, turn-initial ‘well’ may be used also to resume a sequence which has been stalled and diverted, ‘okay’ may be used to initiate a sequence (as when a teacher enters the room and announces ‘okay!’).

4. Gesture has been shown to play a very wide range of communicative roles and functions. Earlier research often assumed a functional categorization of gesture. Ekman and Friesen for instance write that ‘facial and body behavior involve a number of quite different kinds of behavior which will be described in terms of five categories distinguished by particulars of usage, origin and coding’ (Ekman and Friesen 1969: 63). Ekman and Friesen then go on to describe the differences between emblems, illustrators, affect displays, regulators, and adaptors. Such categorizations are problematic since functions are not discrete. The analyses of Hayashi and Sidnell (the volume) indicate that gestures typically thought of as illustrators can have a clear regulative function. For recent discussions of gesture see Haviland (2004), C. Goodwin (1986), and Enfield (2004).

5. Unlike other forms of reported speech, the original speaker is not specified and thus air-quotes are subject to various kinds of inference which make possible certain extensions — e.g., satire, a diffuse source etc. It is this that allows the gesture to be used in a way that could be translated as ‘so-called.’ Ekman and Friesen write:

   . . . emblems are those nonverbal acts which have a direct verbal translation, or dictionary definition, usually consisting of a word or two, perhaps a phrase. This verbal definition or translation of the emblem is well known by all members of a group, class or a culture . . . An emblem may repeat, substitute, or contradict some part of the concomitant verbal behavior; a crucial question in detecting an emblem is whether it could be replaced with a word or two without changing the information conveyed. (Ekman and Friesen 1969: 63)
6. The phenomenon which linguists term ‘co-articulation’ represents an exception to this overwhelmingly accurate generalization.
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